Forming method of wick structure for heat column
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Abstract: The intensified boiling and condensation wick structures of heat column were designed and manufactured by ploughing-extrusion (P-E) machining method. The forming process and mechanism were analyzed. The results show that the P-E depth plays a decisive role in forming of wick structure. The larger the P-E depth is, the better the surface characteristics are. Only when the groove spacing is in a certain range, superior surface structure can be formed in the wick. The better enhancement boiling structure forms at P-E depth of 0.3 mm, ringed groove spacing of 0.4 mm, and interior angle of radial groove of 3°; the better enhancement condensation structure forms at P-E depth of 0.3 mm, ringed groove spacing of 0.4 mm, and axial grooves spacing of π/3 mm.
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1 Introduction

The heat dissipation problem of high heat flux density is one of the key factors influencing the performances of electronic components [1–2]. Recently, the heat generated per unit area of electronic component increases fanatically, and the available space for installing thermal control devices decreases dramatically. Nowadays, micro heat pipe is regarded as one of the effective components to solve the high heat flux problem of electronic devices. It is usually bended in order to meet the space requirement, which leads to the reduction of heat transfer performances [3]; moreover, the heat transfer capability of micro heat pipe is also limited by the area of the evaporator and condenser. Therefore, multiple heat pipes are generally used for heat dissipation. Cylindrical heat pipe recently begins to appear to meet the cooling and space requirements for high-performance electronic components. Cylindrical heat pipe is also called as heat column. Unlike to common micro heat pipe, heat column is short and thick. It has rapid heat transfer rate, great heat capacity and good adaptability. Its heat capacity greatly exceeds that of normal heat pipe.

Wick structure plays an important role in the heat transfer performance of heat column [4], so how to design wick structure to obtain optimal heat transfer performance is crucial for studying heat column. The available research on heat pipe focused mainly on theoretical model, heat transfer mechanism, performance test and so on [5–6]. However, until now, there are few reports about the study on the manufacture of heat pipe. KANG et al [7] fabricated radial micro grooved heat pipe of 5 cm×5 cm by micromachining and eutectic bonding technology. GILLOT et al [8] developed a plate silicon micro heat pipe with rectangular grooves by etching technology. LEE et al [9] reported the design and manufacturing of an integrated heat pipe system. A layer of nitride film covered on V-shape groove was fabricated by wafer bonding and reverse etching technology. CHEN and HSIEH [10] manufactured heat pipe with microgrooves of 200–500 μm by chemical etching and precision machining method. LI and XIAO [11] proposed high-speed spinning method and machined an axial micro-grooved copper heat pipe. Nowadays the wick on the inner wall of heat pipe was manufactured mainly by micro etching and micro-processing methods.
but all the methods are either costly or complex.

In the present work, a new style wick structure was put forward to solve the problem of present high machining cost and low heat dissipation power for wick, multi-dimensional and multi-scale heat function surface structure was applied to the wick of heat column to enhance capillary force, enhancing its heat transfer performance. The wick structure of heat column was fabricated by P-E method. Corresponding formation characteristic, machining condition and formation mechanism were discussed, and the influence of P-E parameters on the wick surface was investigated.

2 Wok principle and design of wick structure of heat column

2.1 Wok principle of heat column

Heat column is a cylindrical copper sealed vacuum chamber, and there exists capillary structure on its inner wall. Its work principle is shown in Fig. 1. The bottom of heat column is the evaporation face contacting the heat source, and the surrounding is the condensation face playing a condensation role. When the heat column works, input heat passes the evaporative section, vaporizing the coolant liquid. Then the vapor transfers to condenser section. In the condenser section, the vapor releases latent heat and gets liquefied. The condensed liquid returns from the condenser to the evaporator through capillary structure, thus heat column completes a work cycle, so repeatedly, thereby the heat diffuses quickly from a concentrated area to the condenser.

![Fig. 1 Principle of heat column](image)

2.2 Design of wick structure

The wick structure on the inner wall of heat column plays a crucial role in its heat transfer performance. The evaporator not only enhances boiling performance but also ensures condensed liquid return from the condenser to the evaporator. Rough surface can improve the boiling performance [12], thus increasing roughness of wick surface can enhance the capillary force of wick. Rough micro grooves were machined on the inner wall of copper tube by P-E, and it can enhance the capillary force when being used in micro-grooved heat pipe [13–14]. The wick structure of heat column was fabricated by P-E method. The evaporator structure is shown in Fig. 2(a). The intersecting micro-grooves are machined by P-E. The groove surface is rough, and a large number of micro-holes come into being on the evaporator surface. Two-phase flow of steam and liquid can flow in staggered vertically and horizontally microgrooves to promote turbulence and boiling. The micro-groove structure is composed of micro-grooves, flanges and intermittent micro-fins. There are flanges between two micro-grooves, which have intermittent micro-fins promoting nucleate boiling. The main function of condenser is to ensure the vapor condensate and condensation liquid return from condenser to evaporator. Figure 2(b) shows the structure of condenser. Micro channel finned cooling structure surface utilizes cross groove fin structure, which is composed of micro-grooves, flanges and intermittent micro-fins. Two-phase flow of steam and liquid can flow in vertical and horizontal micro-channel, and the fins around microgrooves are propitious to nucleate boiling and convection.

![Fig. 2 Wick structure on evaporator (a) and condenser (b) of heat column](image)

3 Experimental

The experiment was carried out on the lathe
C6132A1. A red copper rod with a diameter of 40 mm and a thickness of 2 mm was utilized to fabricate the evaporator. The material of condenser was red copper tube with a diameter of 32 mm and a thickness of 1 mm. The tool was made of high speed steel W18Cr4V. The wick of evaporator was machined twice. At first, the work piece was fixed in the lathe chuck, the main spindle rotated and drove copper rod to rotate, the P-E tool was fixed on knife nest, the P-E tool fed radially at the same time and then a series of ringed micro-grooves were formed on the surface of copper rod, as shown in Fig. 3. Next, the work piece was fixed, the P-E tool rotated 90°, the tool moved radially, and then a radial groove perpendicular to ringed grooves was formed; then the lathe chuck rotated a certain angle, the tool moved radially too, a second radial groove was formed, and so on. Thus, a series of radial grooves were formed and then three-dimensional fins were formed. The wick structure of condenser was formed twice too, a mould was fixed outside of copper tube in order to reduce the deformation of copper tube. The copper tube was fixed in the lathe chuck, the main spindle rotated to drive copper tube to rotate, the P-E tool was fixed on a home made knife nest which was fixed on the knife nest of lathe chuck, the tool fed axially at the same time, then a series of ringed micro-grooves were formed on the inner wall of copper tube. The processing diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The copper tube was fixed during the second forming, the P-E tool moved axially, thus an axial groove perpendicular to the ringed grooves was formed. Then, the lathe chuck rotated a certain angel, the second groove was formed too, and so on, a series of axial grooves were formed, thus multi-scale fin structure was formed.

The schematic diagram of the forming tool is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of a ploughing edge, a primary extruding face $A_γ$, a minor extruding face $A_γ'$, a primary forming face $A_β$ and a minor forming face $A_β'$; $γ_0$ is the primary extruding angle; $γ_0'$ is the minor extruding angle; $β$ is the primary forming angle; $β'$ is the minor forming angle ($k_ε$ is the inclination angle; $α_0$ is the angle of backing off; $E_0$ is the flank angle)[15].

### 4 Results and discussion

P-E is a micro-chip ploughing composite processing method, and the principle involves metal cutting and plastic deformation. P-E process can be divided into plow cutting stage, extrusion stage and fin formation stage. The work piece is fixed on a lathe rotates, and the tool moves linearly when it adjusts the extrusion depth. The tool contacts work piece surface, and gradually cuts into the metal matrix, metal is split, the tool squeezes the metal to form two dimensional fins, and then the micro-grooves perpendicular to the grooves formed at first time are machined on the base of the two-dimensional fins. At last, three dimensional fins are formed when the grooves formed at the second time influence that formed at first time.

#### 4.1 Impact of processing parameters on wick structure of evaporator

**4.1.1 P-E depth $a_p$**

The wick surface morphology of evaporator is...
shown in Fig. 6 at same groove spacing \( f \) and different P-E depth \( a_p \). The depth of P-E is a key factor affecting the surface characteristic of wick. Figure 6(a) shows the surface morphology under the condition that the ringed groove spacing \( f_r \) is 0.2 mm, the angle \( \theta \) between adjacent radial grooves is 2° and the radial and circular groove depth \( a_p \) values are both 0.1 mm, small V-type semi-enclosed shallow holes and a large number of microscopic holes are formed to cover the surface. With severe plastic deformation and extrusion effect of metal, micro holes are shaped like spacial curved surface, a large number of sharp corners and depressed tearing organizations are formed around the holes. When the P-E depth is increased to 0.2 mm, V-type holes gradually change into U-type holes, the formation of radial grooves makes great impact on ringed grooves, and obvious deformation occurs on the ringed grooves. The U-type holes are formed by ringed grooves and radial grooves. The area, volume and depth of U-type holes are larger than those of V-shape holes formed at the P-E depth of 0.1 mm. When the P-E depth increases to 0.3 mm, the area, volume and depth of U-type holes continue increasing, meanwhile radial grooves play a right impact on ringed grooves, then U-type holes are formed on the surface of wick. It can be found from experiment that the greater the P-E depth, the larger the plastic deformation, the greater the influence of radial groove on ringed groove, the more favorable the formation of spacial fins. But the P-E depth is restricted by tool strength and system stiffness, too large P-E depth makes the tool deform and even collapse, and affects the formation of surface boiling structure.

4.1.2 Ringed groove spacing

Figure 7 shows SEM images of evaporator surface structure at the P-E depth of 0.2 mm, the radial groove angle of 4° and different ringed groove spacing values. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that when \( f_r \) is 0.2 mm, the plastic deformation occurring on axial grooves impacts ringed grooves greatly, which results in sharp bent deformation occurring to ringed grooves. When the ringed grooves are forming, all the grooves are squeezed, and the crowded narrow U-type spacial grooves are formed.
formed on the wick surface, the formed spacial fins by P-E are around the grooves, and many burrs are formed around spacial fins under P-E action. With increasing ringed groove spacing, the impact of the formation of one ringed groove on the adjacent ringed groove is less and less. When \( f_r \) is 0.4 mm, the bent deformation lessens a little, the impact made by the formation of radial grooves on the ringed grooves weakens, the area and volume of U-type holes increase, and the burrs around holes decrease. When \( f_r \) is 0.6 mm, the bent deformation between the adjacent ringed grooves is very little. The formation of radial grooves has little impact on the ringed groove, the depth of U-type holes lowers, and no burrs are formed around the holes.

4.1.3 Radial groove angle \( \theta \)

Figure 8 shows the wick surface morphology at P-E depth of 0.2 mm, and different radial groove spacing values. When \( \theta \) is 2° (see Fig. 8(a)), the forming of radial grooves has great impact on ringed grooves, severe plastic bent deformation occurs on the ringed grooves, and narrow U-type holes are formed on the surface of metal. The fins around U-type holes are squeezed to arch, then many burrs are formed around holes. When \( \theta \) is 3° (see Fig. 8(b)), the impact made by the forming of radial grooves on ringed groove weakens, the bent deformation of ringed grooves decreases, the volume and area of holes increase, further the burrs of fins around U-type holes decrease greatly. The larger the \( \theta \) is, the less the impact made by the forming of radial grooves on ringed grooves is, the wider the U-type grooves formed by adjacent two circular grooves and radial grooves are, the shallower the spacial fins are.

The results show that the P-E depth, ringed groove spacing and radial groove angle determine the groove wick surface morphology together. The greater the P-E depth is, the deeper the formed holes are, the better the surface morphology of spacial fins are; the wider the ringed groove spacing is, the less the impact made by one ringed groove on the adjacent ringed groove is, the less the bent deformation occurring to ringed groove is. When the ringed groove spacing is too wide, there is no mutual impact between two adjacent ringed grooves, which is not conducive to the formation of spacial fins. The greater the radial groove angle, the less the impact made by the formation of radial groove on ringed groove. On the contrary, if the impact is too large, it is unfavorable to the formation of wick boiling surface structure. The experimental evaporator wick achieves better enhancement boiling structure when the P-E depth \( a_p \) is 0.3 mm, the circular groove spacing \( f_r \) is 0.4 mm, and the radial groove angle \( \theta \) is 3°.

4.2 Influence of processing parameters on wick of condenser

4.2.1 P-E depth \( a_p \)

Figure 9 shows the surface morphology of condenser at axial groove spacing \( f_\theta \) of \( \pi/3 \) mm, ringed groove spacing of 0.4 mm and different P-E depth values. When \( a_p \) is 0.1 mm, a little bent deformation occurs to the ringed grooves, there is almost no impact between two adjacent ringed grooves, the impact made by the forming of axial grooves on ringed groove is little, then little and shallow grooves are formed on the surface of wick, and shallow fins are formed around grooves. When \( a_p \) is 0.2 mm, the depth of formed holes and the height of fins increase, and many burrs appear around fins. When \( a_p \) is 0.3 mm, the forming of one ringed groove impacts adjacent ringed grooves greatly, severe plastic bent deformation occurs on ringed grooves, the formation of axial groove impacts ringed groove greatly, deeper spacial holes are formed on the wick surface, and the parabolic curved surface fins are formed around holes. Under the same condition, the larger the P-E depth is, the bigger and deeper spacial grooves are, the higher the spacial fins are. However, the tool is constrained by tool

![Fig. 8 Groove topographs of wick at different radial groove angle: (a) \( a_p=0.2 \text{ mm}, f_r=0.2 \text{ mm}, \theta=2^\circ \); (b) \( a_p=0.2 \text{ mm}, f_r=0.2 \text{ mm}, \theta=3^\circ \); (c) \( a_p=0.2 \text{ mm}, f_r=0.2 \text{ mm}, \theta=4^\circ \)](image)
strength and system stiffness, P-E depth can not be too large.

4.2.2 Ringed groove space \( f_r \)

Figure 10 shows the surface structure on the inner wall of copper tube at the P-E depth of 0.3 mm, the axial groove spacing of \( \pi/3 \) mm and different ringed groove spacings. When \( f_r \) is 0.2 mm, great impact occurs between two adjacent ringed grooves, the spacial grooves can not be formed on the inner surface of copper tube, and the formed spacial fins are not obvious; when the ringed groove spacing is 0.6 mm, obvious spacial grooves come into being, the grooves are mouth-type grooves depressed at center and arched around, the depth and surface area of holes are not large and the fins are not high. When the ringed groove spacing is 0.4 mm, one groove impacts another groove and the axial grooves have great influence on ringed grooves, parabolic type spacial grooves depressed in the center and arched around are formed on the inner wall of copper tube, obvious spacial fins are formed around holes. When the ringed groove spacing is too narrow, much interference occurs between adjacent annular grooves, which are not conducive to the formation of fins. But when the ringed groove spacing is too wide, little interference occurs between adjacent ringed grooves, the fins formed on the inner wall of copper tube are not obvious. Only when the orbicular groove spacing is within a certain range, it is right for the interference between two adjacent grooves, and the fins formed are very obvious.

4.2.3 Axial groove spacing \( f_\theta \)

Figure 11 shows the surface morphology of the inner wall of copper pipe at the P-E depth of 0.3 mm, the
ringed groove spacing of 0.4 mm and different \( f_\theta \) values. When \( f_\theta \) is \( \pi/3 \) mm, the good condensation structure is formed on the inner surface of copper tube. With increasing \( f_\theta \), the formation of axial grooves has less impact on ringed grooves, the shallower spacial grooves are formed on the inner surface of copper tube, and the formed spacial fins are not obvious. When \( f_\theta \) is larger than a critical value, the influence between adjacent grooves is less and less, the formed surface fins are not more and more obvious. Otherwise, when \( f_\theta \) is less than a critical value, a great mutual impact occurs between adjacent ringed grooves, it is not conducive to the forming of spacial fins. P-E depth, ringed groove spacing and axial groove spacing determine the condensation wick structure together. P-E depth plays a decisive role in wick surface morphology. The larger the P-E depth, the better the wick surface morphology; but the P-E depth is restricted by the tool strength and system rigidity, the maximum P-E depth is 0.3 mm. The ringed groove and axial groove spacings both have a certain critical value, it is not conducive to the forming of the spacial grooves and fins when the groove spacing is not equal to the critical value. Experimental results show that the experimental condenser wick obtains better condensation structure when \( a_p = 0.3 \) mm, \( f_r = 0.4 \) mm and \( f_\theta = \pi/3 \) mm.

### 5 Conclusions

1) The wick structures on evaporator and condenser of heat column are designed, and the coarse surface structure of wick is formed by P-E method. The designed evaporation structure is conducive to evaporator boiling; the designed condensation structure favors the return of the condensating liquid.

2) P-E depth plays a decisive role in the wick surface morphology. The larger the P-E depth, the better the surface morphology. But it is limited by tool strength and system stiffness, the P-E depth can not be too large; when the circular groove spacings \( f_\theta \) and \( f_r \) are only in a certain range, better surface topography can be formed; on the contrary, it is not favorable to the forming of surface morphology.

3) The \( a_p, f_r \) and \( f_\theta \) decide the surface topography of wick. The evaporation obtains better enhancement boiling structure at the P-E depth of 0.3 mm, the ringed groove spacing of 0.4 mm, the radial groove angle of 3°. The condenser wick achieves optimal condensation structure at the P-E depth of 0.3 mm, the ringed groove spacing of 0.4 mm, the radial groove spacing of \( \pi/3 \) mm.
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摘 要：设计了热柱蒸发端和冷凝端吸液芯的结构，采用犁切−挤压加工方法成形热柱吸液芯，分析热柱吸液芯犁切−挤压成形特征、条件及成形机理。分析表明：犁切−挤压深度对吸液芯表面形貌起决定作用，犁切−挤压深度越大，表面形貌越好；沟槽间距只有在一定的范围内，才能形成优异的表面形貌。实验结果表明：当犁切−挤压深度为 0.3 mm, 环状沟槽间距为 0.4 mm、径向沟槽夹角为 3°时，热柱蒸发端形成较优的强化沸腾结构；当犁切−挤压深度为 0.3 mm, 环状沟槽间距为 0.4 mm、轴向沟槽间距为 π/3 mm 时，热柱冷凝端形成较优的冷凝强化结构。
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